The present government is not leaving any stone unturned to make people happy through their wonderful and meticulously planned schemes. If I understand correctly, there are following type of satisfaction which normally an individual requires:

- Professional satisfaction
- Emotional satisfaction
- Financial satisfaction
- Social satisfaction

The schemes should be circulated for feedback from the beneficiaries and regular reviews should be done for the continuous changes and upgradation and impact assessment should be done periodically.

Outsourcing pattern at the government level should be stopped as it is good option for siphoning huge money and making departmental officers non-productive. We should trust our people and upgrade their skills and make them accountable.

Removal from job should be made transparent and effective in case of non-performance.

Govt schemes should be revised annually for their norms with reference to costing norms and technologies. To understand, the NHB's schemes and modus operandi can be studied.

All the agriculture promotion boards should be merged with Department of Agriculture and it should be centralized because as on today, they are just to facilitate the senior officers.

Technocrats with strong credentials with past track record should be involved in the functioning rather clerks in handling critical policy issues.

Private university's higher studies programs should be critically monitored.

No farmers' unions, political associations should be encouraged and strict enforcement policies should be implemented without considering them as VOTE BANKS.

The caste indicating second name should not be allowed to use if we are serious about our country. Otherwise, we will be at the mercy of nature to correct us.

We are the country to lead the world and guide the world for better life and happy living. But we need to understand and correct our own mindset rather than trying to correct others. India is a blessed country, and it is destined to lead the world.